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This report is part of a suite of materials created by Prepared To
Teach at Bank Street College and WestEd during our shared
research effort, the Sustainability Project. 1 The work explores
sustainability challenges in teacher preparation—and, importantly,
promising practices to overcome those challenges (see Appendix
for more about the project).
Three of the reports, including this one, are designed to help
teacher preparation programs and their district partners envision
new ways to sustainably fund affordable, high-quality preparation
programs. Prepared To Teach has developed a framework for thinking
about the financial aspects of sustainability, which we call the “3 Rs”:

Reallocation helps partnerships redesign work roles to better
support preparation efforts and to allow candidates to earn compensation during their
clinical practice (see Simple Shifts: Paying Aspiring Teachers with Existing Resources).

Reduction helps universities maximize access to financial aid sources and minimize costs
associated with quality programs (see The Affordability Imperative: Creating Equitable
Access to Quality Teacher Preparation).

(Re)Investment—the focus of this report—helps districts find ways to make shifts that
can permanently embed residency funding into local budgets.

In addition to describing financial goals (compensation for roles, reduced costs, and long-term
systemic shifts to fund residencies), each of the 3 Rs reports highlights examples of practice
from programs and districts. Some examples, unsurprisingly, blend aspects of the 3 Rs. In such
instances, we include the examples where they might most support shifts in thinking for a
report’s major target audience—partnerships, universities, or districts, respectively, for each
of the 3 Rs—and we cross-reference the examples in other cases.
All the reports are available on the Prepared To Teach website, tiny.cc/preparedtoteach. In
addition, associated resources and tools, including guidance documents, budget calculators,
and presentation materials, can be accessed there. All Prepared To Teach materials are licensed
under the Creative Commons license CC BY-NC-SA; we hope they prove useful to our
colleagues everywhere.
Suggested Citation: Dennis, H., & DeMoss, K. (2021). The residency revolution: Funding highquality teacher preparation. Prepared To Teach, Bank Street College of Education.
tiny.cc/residencyrevolution.

This report is based on research funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The findings and conclusions contained
within are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect positions or policies of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
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RECOGNIZING FISCAL
INEFFICIENCIES AND
INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Imagine a home with drafty doors and windows.
Every winter, the household budget would
include recurring costs for heat lost to the
outdoors—yet the dollars spent on heating the
outside would be invisible, hidden in overall
utility costs. Insulating the house, while
requiring some planning, commitment and new
expenditures, would save money in the long run.

Leaky doors and windows are an apt analogy for the financial side of school districts’ teacher
turnover challenges. When teachers quit, the costs of finding, onboarding, and supporting their
replacements get absorbed into local budgets. When a district’s teaching force is not strong
and stable, hidden costs also accrue related to student learning needs. These costs are so
embedded within a host of general operating functions that it’s hard for a district to isolate
them and assess their ultimate drain on the budget. This report puts a spotlight on hidden
spending in an effort to help districts move towards financial investments that support longterm human capital goals. To draw the analogy out just a bit, districts can, with planning,
commitment and new investments, “insulate” their human capital systems from wasteful
teacher turnover expenditures by working with teacher preparation partners to create highquality, more aligned teacher residencies.

This case, more than the others in this series, draws on a language of economics—budgetary
efficiencies, returns on investments, cost-savings, hidden costs, human capital, and the like (see
the Appendix for more on the suite of resources in this series). The report begins by reviewing
key literature on costs and benefits associated with turnover and preparation pathways,
establishing a financial case for residencies as the desired norm. An exploration of how districts
can rethink expenses in human resources and teaching and learning departments then points
the way towards sustainable funding streams for residencies. Vignettes from districts and
programs across the nation offer examples of how localities have begun to shift funding towards
residencies. Finally, we discuss the need for permanent investments in mentor teachers and
district-program liaisons.

We believe firmly that equity and quality are more important concepts in teacher preparation
than cost efficiencies. At the same time, we have learned from the field that a focus on the
“bottom line” can sometimes help partnerships create new spaces to embrace financial
commitments to aspiring teachers as part of the broader equity and quality goals they are
charged to realize through the funding streams they receive from state, local, federal, and
tuition sources. Because the language of economics can be compelling for policymakers, we
have prioritized that language here. i1

Equity and quality are, of course, worth pursuing for their own sake. Ensuring the nation has a
strong pool of diverse, highly effective teachers is the right thing to do; every child deserves

i
We invite and encourage those inspired by the economic-based arguments in this case study to complement local conversations
with the kinds of resource considerations based in quality and equity that the companion cases, Simple Shifts, The Affordability
Imperative, and Going Further Together (May 2021) explore. The Appendix has more information on the suite of resources from
this study.
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teachers who can help them succeed in life. In addition, quality teaching produces enormous
economic returns. On average, teachers in the 69th-percentile of effectiveness increase each
of their students’ lifetime earnings by $10,600 compared to teachers at the 50th percentile.
Over a 30-year career, these teachers would increase students’ lifetime earnings by
$6,360,000.2 And for every student that a teacher helps to graduate from high school rather
than dropping out, the nation saves a quarter of a million dollars over the course of that
individual’s life through increased tax revenues and decreased needs for services such as
healthcare and public supports. 3 When schools invest in quality teachers, their communities
thrive and their public coffers have more dollars to support educational investments. It’s a
virtuous cycle. In places with high teacher turnover, the cycle is the opposite. Because schools
with the highest teacher turnover are frequently staffed with underprepared teachers who are
dramatically less effective than teachers at the midpoint of effectiveness rankings, the human
and economic costs to districts, states, and the nation are exponentially higher.4

It’s time to address our leaky doors and windows by investing in the kinds of systems that will
ensure teachers are prepared to serve their students well. This report makes the bold case for
districts to reconceptualize their human capital and instructional systems, making residency
preparation integral to how districts staff and teach. The following facts and figures help frame
the economic case for making this pivotal shift towards teacher residencies.

BY THE NUMBERS:
TEACHER TURNOVER

Nationally, estimates of the costs for annual teacher turnover
range from about $3 billion on the conservative side to $8 billion
when a wider range of hidden costs are included. Per-teacher
turnover cost estimates range from $10,000 in rural areas to more than $20,000 for urban
teachers.5

Among the data that inform these estimates are site-specific budget analyses, including tiny
rural areas in New Mexico and large urban districts like Chicago and Minneapolis, helping the
field establish not so much an average as an understanding of the magnitude of the range of
costs—and where the “leaky windows” are—in districts facing high turnover. In the data from
these studies, key cost areas, which were often hidden within other general budgets, included
recruitment, hiring processes, administrative needs, induction training, new hire training,
supports for new teachers’ learning curves, and transfer and separation costs. While specific
line items for costs varied by district, costs for first-year teachers’ professional development
and mentoring investments drove turnover cost estimates, with per-person costs as high as
$15,000 per teacher. Recruitment costs per teacher generally ranged in the hundreds per
teacher, and administrative costs to address turnover needs cost thousands per teacher. 6
Whether aggregated across a system or considered for each individual teacher, whether
discrete or absorbed in staff responsibilities that are difficult to tease out, the costs of turnover
are undeniably significant and create a drain on the system.7
Of course, some teacher attrition is natural—just as some airflow between the inside and
outside of a home is to be expected when people need to come and go. The overall rate of
people leaving the profession in education is 8%—twice that of most nations we might want to
be compared to, but not necessarily alarming.8 Still, with 8% of newly hired teachers leaving
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annually, a school district with a recurring need for 300 new teachers per year would invest
over half a million dollars each year on hiring and separation costs.9
The 8% average rate also masks the toll of extraordinarily high turnover in some contexts. Title
I schools and schools serving high proportions of students of color have dramatically higher
rates of turnover from people leaving the profession before retirement, and they also
experience churn from individuals moving between schools and districts. Turnover in Title I
schools is 50% higher than in non-Title I schools, and turnover in the top quartile of schools
serving students of color is nearly twice that of turnover in schools in the bottom quartile.10

Turnover among early career teachers is particularly draining for district budgets. When new
teachers leave, the system reaps no long-term return on their hiring investment; those dollars
essentially just walk out the door. Early career attrition in schools serving historically
marginalized students in urban areas can have turnover exceeding 60% among teachers within
the first five years in the profession.11 Considering only the largest 100 districts in the nation,
this high rate of early career turnover costs taxpayers $1.6 billion a year—in recurring annual
expenditures.12

BY THE NUMBERS:
FAST-TRACK PREPARATION
PROGRAMS

Fast-track teacher preparation pathways, which allow an
individual to be paid to teach before completing a
preparation program, are a driving force in teacher
turnover.ii Teachers who matriculate through pathways
that offer little pre-service clinical practice are
underprepared, less effective, and leave their positions at rates 25% higher than fully prepared
teachers.13 In Title I schools and schools serving the greatest proportions of students of color,
where fast-track certified teachers are most likely to have positions, they leave at even higher
rates than their peers—30% higher in Title I sites and 60% higher in sites in the bottom quartile
of schools serving high proportions of students of color.14
2

Intertwined with turnover challenges is the persistent reality that the teaching force does not
reflect the demographics of the students they teach. Evidence increasingly demonstrates the
positive value of a teaching force that reflects the diversity of its students. While all students
benefit from teachers with different backgrounds, students of color in particular realize
stronger outcomes when they have teachers who look like them. 15 Having even one Black
teacher between pre-K and fifth grade increases the chance that Black students will attend
college by 13%. With two Black teachers, they are 32% more likely to attend college. These
gains are most pronounced for Black boys from low socioeconomic backgrounds.16 Yet, despite
the fact that half of the nation’s public school enrollment is comprised of students of color,
teachers of color only account for 18% of the teaching force. 17
This report series uses the terms “fast-track” and “fully prepared” rather than “alternative” and “traditional” because some
programs that are registered as “alternatives” are actually residency programs and some “traditional” programs may themselves
exhibit features that underprepare candidates. While the research literature clearly has established that the group of programs
classiﬁed as “alternatives” have, on average, less desirable outcomes than those classiﬁed as “traditional,” important variability
within these categories also clearly exists. The purpose of this report is to encourage investment in fully prepared novice teachers,
regardless of how the program is technically classiﬁed.
ii
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The number of teachers of color entering the profession has increased over the past 20 years,
but teachers of color also leave the profession at higher rates than their white counterparts.
Departure rates for teachers of color are correlated with their teacher preparation pathways.
More teachers of color enter through pathways that leave them underprepared; in turn, they
leave their positions at even higher rates than their white counterparts from these same
programs.18 The result of reliance on pathways that offer quick entry into the profession is a
constant churn of novice teachers who lack the preparation to teach students well—in addition
to a depletion of the nation’s potential pool of teachers of color.

The existence of these fast-track pathways is deeply intertwined with labor market supply
issues since teaching positions cannot be left open. Someone must lead students in the
classroom. Over the past two decades, enrollment in teacher preparation programs has
dropped precipitously. 19 To address the exigencies of teacher shortages, fast-track teacher
certification pipelines have become embedded in many rural and urban districts, where staffing
is more difficult. As an immediate solution for labor needs, these pathways have been
successful, but as a human capital development approach, there is little to recommend their
long-term benefits.
For individuals, though, the economic case for fast-track pathways is strong. By offering a full
salary and benefits after as little as a week of preparation, these programs provide almost
immediate financial security to aspiring teachers who cannot afford or do not want to pay for
higher-quality, more expensive routes into teaching. In addition, many fast-track programs offer
additional incentives, such as subsidizing master’s degrees that will advance graduates on
districts’ pay scales.20 Often, it’s the district that foots the bill for these subsidies, in addition
to paying “finders’ fees” for program recruits, currently estimated to total $1 million dollars for
every 200 fast-track candidates.21

BY THE NUMBERS:
TEACHER RESIDENCY
PATHWAYS

It doesn’t have to be this way.

New teachers who graduate from high-quality teacher residency
programs, where they spend a full year in clinical placements
alongside accomplished teachers before being hired as teachers
of record, have retention rates after four years as high as 93% in programs that were
specifically designed to recruit, prepare, and support new teachers for district hiring needs.
Average retention rates across different program models, including those that are not directly
aligned to particular district needs, range from the mid-70% to the low-90% across studies that
have tracked programs from three to five or more years. Funded residencies also attract and
retain teachers of color at high rates.22

Again, considering only the largest 100 districts in the nation, if all their new hires could come
through high-quality, district-aligned residency programs, even if turnover rates were higher
than current well-aligned residencies—say, 20% over five years—the human capital investment
of creating and supporting residencies would save $1 billion per year in recurring turnover
costs that provide no return on the investment those districts must currently make.23
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A WORKING DEFINITION OF RESIDENCY24

Based on extant research and our own study of programs across the nation, Prepared To Teach
has developed the following three-part description of common features in high-quality
residency programs:25
PROGRAM CURRICULUM

• Foundational knowledge in content, educational theory, and pedagogy are tightly
integrated into residents’ placement experiences and are designed to support student
learning in residents’ classrooms.
• Residents’ instructional practice is grounded in research-based principles based in the
science of learning and development,26 not simply in mastery of techniques.
• Residents study and practice culturally responsive and sustaining practices and explore
personal and systemic biases to develop capacities to disrupt systemic inequities.

STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES

• Responsibility for residents’ development as novice professionals who support student
learning is shared by school, district, and program partners.
• Residents do not serve as teachers of record. Rather, they work as co-teachers with an
accomplished teacher who has strong mentoring capacities.
• Residents follow the P-12 calendar, engaging in full-time instructional placements,
experiencing the arc of the school year with a consistent mentor and set of students.
• Residents’ roles in their classrooms are substantive. They help plan, deliver, assess, and
reflect on their and their co-teachers’ impacts on student growth and learning.
• When additional duties, such as occasional substitute teaching or tutoring, are part of
the model, these paid instructional experiences are carefully designed to ensure
residents’ learning experiences are not compromised.

CO-DESIGN APPROACHES TO MEET SPECIFIC LOCAL NEEDS
• Partnerships make concerted efforts, often including strong incentive packages, to
recruit residents from underrepresented backgrounds and to prepare them for specific
district hiring needs, especially in shortage areas.
• Partnerships find ways to support candidates financially during the residency year,
often in exchange for a commitment to teach in the district for a minimum number of
years.
• Once hired in the district, residency graduates often receive ongoing mentoring and
support through the partnership, beyond districts’ general induction supports.
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IDENTIFYING
DOLLARS TO CREATE
DISTRICT-ALIGNED
RESIDENCIES

Realizing long-term savings through high-quality
residencies will require investments in two areas
that do not currently have line items in either
district or preparation program budgets.

First, partnerships will need the resources to
engage in redesign efforts that retain the integrity
and strengths of current preparation programs
while simultaneously retooling models so they can
center more work in districts and schools. Redesign costs largely require investments in time,
including building shared visions and expectations between districts and programs, rethinking
recruitment processes, pursuing program curricular revisions, designing shared assessment
processes, and envisioning and delivering mentors’ professional learning opportunities.
Costs for such efforts vary. Some district and program leaders take the work on as part of their
roles, and faculty often engage as part of their research agendas or sabbatical work. Resources
for school-based personnel participation are crucial if residencies are to become integrated
into schools. Summer stipends are often necessary. Depending on current program features,
the depth of the partnership, and the scope of the program transformation, these redesign
efforts generally take a year or two to complete. Designs for most, if not all, new program
structures can be built into existing teacher preparation and district professional development
and compensation models if the initial redesign costs are supported. Program redesign efforts
probably can, within a few years, become cost-neutral, as Prepared To Teach’s work on federal
grant planning has demonstrated.27

By following principles in the companion reports on cost reduction and reallocation, some
partnerships may find they can improve quality and realize cost efficiencies while increasing
access to residencies for candidates from under-represented backgrounds. Simple Shifts details
how current recurring costs associated with personnel roles can be reallocated to support both
instructional improvements and candidates’ need for earnings, and The Affordability Imperative
explores how programs can reduce costs to become more financially accessible.

Second, and most crucially, these new pathways ultimately need to compete with the financial
incentives of receiving a full-time salary plus benefits that fast-track pathways offer to aspiring
teachers. As the vignettes later in this report show, progress towards this goal is happening
across the country. But as long as fast-track programs are readily available to potential teacher
candidates and pay twice as much as residencies do, human capital efforts face a dilemma: If
financial packages for residency programs are unattractive, many candidates will not be able
to afford the programs, so fast-track pipelines will continue to be seen as necessary to fill
teaching slots. As a result, the cycle of underprepared teachers will perpetuate itself until viable
long-term budgetary shifts across multiple district cost centers helps institutionalize
competitive financial packages for aspiring teachers.28
Superintendents, school boards, and mayors are adept at making the case for investments in
important programs; residencies can and should be part of their advocacy. In making these
cases, they can point to how potential savings in the cost centers below can help fund a longterm investment that will—to return to our metaphor—“insulate” their human capital systems.
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HUMAN RESOURCE
COST CENTERS

HR officers see the impact of churn on their budgets. Because they
are directly responsible for hiring individuals and they know
residents have low rates of attrition, they value residencies. As the
examples later in this report attest, their efforts to invest in and support shifts towards
residencies are inspiring.

Everything in this project reaffirmed the research team’s experience of a pervasive reality:
Residency funding is largely seen as an HR function, in isolation from other budget centers in
a district.29 In the following sections, we discuss HR-related costs that can be reinvested into
residencies over time as turnover wanes. With broader district budget investments to spur
more residency development, HR departments could reinvest even more dollars than they
currently do from several of their cost centers to support residencies.

Finders’ fees, tuition, signing bonuses, housing relocation costs, coordinators, administrative
costs such as testing and background check fees—all these and more have become fixed parts
of many district budgets to maintain fast-track program pathways. The scale of a particular
district’s fast-track programs and the benefits packages that have been negotiated will
determine how many dollars per resident could be reinvested to support residencies.
Conversations with people familiar with district-based costs for fast-track programs indicate
that $15,000-$20,000 per candidate is a reasonable estimate.30

To help partnerships explore costs and savings that different investment levels in residencies
might yield for their particular context, Prepared To Teach has created a web-based budgeting
tool that allows users to input and adjust projections for funding reallocations and cost savings
for their desired residency cohort size and stipend levels (see page 9).

Without doubt, the core functions of HR offices are critical for a system to thrive; they should
be well funded. The argument here is that much of the work required to address excessive
turnover would not be needed if the system had district-aligned residencies that met hiring
needs. Costs related to excessive turnover could then be reinvested elsewhere. With high
turnover, human resources costs increase, both to cover activities associated with more
recruitment, hiring, and training, and because of the need for increased personnel to accomplish
the work (see Table 1). In our current system, these efforts are needed in order to staff schools,
but, in strict economic terms, they offer little return on taxpayers’ investments.

A related phenomenon has existed in universities that serve large numbers of teacher
candidates. Managing field placements requires finding placements sites, documenting
candidate eligibility for and progress through different placements, communicating with office
staff who serve as intermediaries with teachers, troubleshooting emergencies, and
coordinating with field supervisors. Often, large universities have field placement offices with
several staff and dozens of part-time field supervisors who travel to visit candidates during
their student teaching practice. These are budgeted as necessary costs because, as discussed
in the companion report Dollars and Sense (May 2021), the system itself does not have natural
linkages to ensure schools and districts can readily address higher education’s need for
placement sites for clinical experiences.
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Shifting to partnership-based residencies where faculty liaisons work with cohorts of students
in partner schools can create those linkages and use dollars more efficiently and effectively. As
Texas Tech University documented when it transformed its programs to field-based residencies,
the new system with faculty liaison roles cost less than the former system and improved
instructional supports for candidates (see Simple Shifts companion report). Similarly,
developing systems of strong, residency-based preparation programs that are linked to
districts’ human capital needs can allow districts to reinvest low-return expenses into
residencies themselves.
Table 1: Sources of Potential Savings in HR Budgets Resulting from Reduced Turnover
All cost categories below also require HR staff time to manage workload from excessive turnover. Staffing includes
entry-level and leadership-level investments, with both salaries and benefits. The larger the district and higher the
turnover, the higher the costs and more potential savings a “residency revolution” could realize.
HR Cost Category
Sample Costs
Recruitment:
Hiring fair fees | Advertising | Travel | Special
Identifying and encouraging candidates to apply
recruitment efforts (diversity, STEM)
Hiring and Onboarding:
Incentives | Administrative costs (paperwork,
background checks)
Processes for new hires
New Teacher Induction:
Induction mentor stipends | Release time |
Mentorship and other programs specific to new teachers Speakers
Training:
Materials | Release time
Getting new hires up to speed on administrative systems
Termination:
Severance | Offboarding | HR staffing
Termination/separation for non-retirement leavers

TEACHING AND
LEARNING COST
CENTERS

Human resource departments would not, from their own budgets, be
able to create competitive salary packages for enough residents to
establish the scale of district-aligned programs needed to fill all their
hiring needs. HR can reallocate dollars currently dedicated to fast-track
program delivery, but fast-track program candidates’ financial packages
also include salaries and benefits that are paid through districts’ teaching and learning budgets.
To create a large enough scale to fill all hiring positions through residencies, districts will need
to tap into instructional budgets in order to create an attractive compensation package for
residents. iii The economic arguments to do so offer leaders an opportunity to augment the
equity and quality imperatives for investing in residencies.
3

Inexperienced and underprepared teachers—despite hard work and good intentions—
compromise students’ learning. When taught by underprepared and inexperienced teachers,
students’ academic outcomes are worse, as are other outcomes, such as attendance and
behavior.31 Conversely, new teachers who have had quality preparation experiences enter the
field with the knowledge and skills they need to succeed. They report higher levels of selfefficacy, receive higher evaluation scores, and anticipate remaining in the profession at higher
To make fully funded residencies the norm for teacher preparation across the nation will likely also require state and federal
investments; see Dollars and Sense (May 2021).

iii
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P-12 RESIDENCY FUNDING TOOL
This web-based interface allows a user to input assumptions for role reallocations, direct resource investments, and cost savings due to reduced turnover. Users can see their inputs reﬂected in graphics, tables, and
summaries to identify what funding opportunities are available to support a program.
STEP ONE: ABOUT YOUR PROGRAM
Users input estimated enrollment for residents over ﬁve years,
placing them in either a substitute teaching model or a
paraprofessional model. For this example, residents are split
between the models. The tool relies on a one-to-one match for
mentors and residents, so the number of mentor teachers is the
same as the number of residents in each year.
Users also enter stipend amounts for both residents and
mentors. The graph at right shows the total funding amounts
needed to support these stipends in each year.

STEP TWO: REALLOCATED ROLES & BUDGET SHIFTS
The tool has two sections that calculate total potential funding
based on different formulas and timelines. The ﬁrst begins with
changes that can be made in the ﬁrst year, based on roles for
residents and program structures. Users enter basic information
about their current spending and planned schedules for
residents, which result in potential funding shown in the
category-speciﬁc graphs (at right, for substitute teaching).

STEP THREE: SAVINGS FROM REDUCED TURNOVER
The second section identiﬁes potential savings over time as
graduates enter teaching positions. Because residency-trained
teachers stay in the classroom longer, districts can expect
decreased costs for recruitment, hiring, and training. The tool
estimates these savings based on the users’ current budgets.

STEP FOUR: FUNDING SUMMARIES
Following each funding section, users can see a summary of
the potential funding available each year in both graph and
table form, broken down by category. The tool also displays
overall funding status in each year to show the degree to
which mentor and resident stipends are funded.
The ﬁnal part of the tool (seen at right) summarizes all
funding categories from both sections in graph and table
form. Similar to the summaries at the end of each section, this
summary includes funding status and reﬂects any savings
that a program might expect as the residency scales and
districts/schools incur savings.
Users can save a PDF of their inputs and estimates or
download an excel ﬁle version of the tool if they want to
collaborate with others.

5,000.00

rates than their underprepared counterparts. 32 These differential outcomes make sense.
Residency preparation programs have the time to support the consolidation of a complex set
of knowledge that teachers need to be effective in the classroom.
Specific approaches for supporting residencies beyond savings from reduced attrition will likely
vary by district. (See the inset on page 11 in this report for analyses by ERS—Education
Resource Strategies—on the possibilities and limitations of using different district expenditure
lines for residency supports. 33) Residency pathways can translate into district instructional
savings through a range of mechanisms. To our knowledge, none of these has been empirically
validated in ways that link directly to budgetary savings, but cost savings are likely to accrue if
residencies were the norm, and those savings could be reinvested into residencies.

• Improving outcomes in P-12 classrooms while serving as resident co-teachers during preservice: When programs are designed using co-teaching models, student achievement
improves, potentially reducing the need for remedial instruction.34

• Reducing the need for supplemental supports for students taught by underprepared novice
teachers: Summer school, tutoring, and grade retention have multi-billion-dollar
industries associated with them, with costs paid by parents and districts.35 Some of these
costs could be reduced by increasing novice teachers’ instructional effectiveness, which
could reduce the amount of supplemental support students need throughout the year.36
• Improving graduation rates through stronger instruction across all classrooms: Having more
experienced teachers in every class will improve effectiveness in the system, which can
improve graduation—adding up to a quarter of a million dollars to the public coffers over
the lifetime of each additional high school graduate.37

• Reduced costs of on-the-job training for new teachers: Schools and districts provide
induction supports to address knowledge gaps fueled by a lack of clinical practice,
including classroom management, how to create a yearlong arc of curriculum, and
communication with parents. 38 Integrating these topics into aligned pre-service
experiences would eliminate the need for such trainings.

• Reduction in inappropriate referrals to special education: Providing the kind of rich,
supportive educational environment that ensures all children can thrive takes knowledge,
skill, and experience. Well-prepared teachers can provide such learning experiences
more readily than underprepared teachers, potentially minimizing inappropriate
referrals to special education.

What the true cost savings might be across instructional domains is unclear, but overall public
benefits in the long term have been estimated. If the nation were to address just the lowest
tenth of teacher quality issues, the financial impact would add trillions to the economy over
time.39
District leaders will need to create locally tailored proposals, likely subject to school board
approval, to invest substantially in residencies as part of their overall human capital
management and instructional improvement plans. Each district’s case for where the system
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SCHOOL- AND SYSTEM-LEVEL SHIFTS
The concepts in the 3 Rs series of case studies in this report series—Reallocation, Reduction, and (Re)Investment—offer
partnerships a strong framework for rethinking how to sustainably fund teacher residencies. By taking a strategic approach to
both school- and system-level resource use, most districts can free up resources to fund investments in residencies and other
critical early career supports for teachers—if leaders are willing to make the tradeoffs.
Education Resource Strategies (ERS) is a national non-proﬁt that partners with district, school, and state leaders to transform
how they use resources (people, time, and money) so that every school prepares every child for tomorrow, no matter their race
or income. Their work offers insight into how districts invest resources and how leaders can reallocate those resources to best
align with their most crucial priorities. ERS’ report, Growing Great Teachers, outlines opportunities to sustainably support new
teachers through residencies.
District leaders can look at both the school- and system-level for potential resource shifts to support sustainable teacher
residencies. At the school level, this typically means optimizing teacher schedules, stafﬁng residents to responsibilities
assigned to other staff, and/or reducing lower-impact non-personnel investments. At the system-level, this involves looking
closely at the full suite of investments in teacher professional development, including through use of Title I and Title II funds.
SCHOOL-LEVEL: An optimized school schedule can make it
possible to reduce the number of teaching positions required
to educate all students, freeing up additional resources for
teacher leadership stipends and other resident support. In
many schools, teachers’ instructional time is limited by
non-instructional responsibilities, such as lunch, recess or
dismissal duties; school schedules often feature unbalanced
stafﬁng models where some teachers support relatively few
students; and overall class sizes are far below district or state
guidelines, with minimal positive impact on student
performance. Non-personnel investments in supplies,
instructional materials and certain extracurriculars, that are
sometimes left unspent, could be proactively repurposed to
fund new teacher residencies.
SYSTEM-LEVEL: Large urban districts spend an average of
2.5% of total operating expense on teacher professional
development, a portion of which comes from Title I and II. In
addition to considering reallocation of system-level PD paid
for out of the general fund, leaders in districts where
residencies are part of a strategy for reducing resource
inequities may be able to reallocate Title I dollars for this
purpose. Title II funds may be used for teacher recruitment
and retention efforts, “particularly in low-income schools
with high percentages of ineffective teachers”—precisely the
contexts in which teacher residents may have the greatest
impact. Title II funds can also be used to “recruit qualiﬁed
individuals from other ﬁelds to become teachers,” enabling
districts to leverage residencies to attract mid-career
professionals to teaching.
These federal guidelines are designed to encourage district leaders to rethink use of Title I and II resources, which can account
for as much as eight percent of a district’s operating expense. Title I and II spending on PD and related stafﬁng across 15 large
urban districts ERS has studied exceeds $400 per student. In a system of 50,000 students, that median expenditure level would
total more than $20 million annually. Even assuming the highest-cost model for a district, freeing up 10 percent of Title funds
for strategic teacher residencies could support anywhere from 65 to 80 residents annually.
This content was adapted with permission from Growing Great Teachers, published by Education Resource Strategies. For more
information on the work of ERS and their work on aligning resources to initiatives that improve outcomes, see
https://www.erstrategies.org/.

needs “insulation,” to again return to our metaphor, would differ based on the root causes of
any high-cost, low-return expenses they currently fund, as the following examples suggest.

• Oversized supplemental support budgets could be a signal that novice teachers are
underprepared. Streamlining after-school budgets in favor of bringing more in-school
supports through residencies could be a merited investment, as could using Title I dollars
differently to fund residencies.

• If costs of triaging underprepared teachers do little to improve retention or instruction,
diverting dollars from those efforts to support residencies—which perhaps could offer
professional learning opportunities to current teachers alongside residents—might make
sense.
• Some districts have integrated special educators’ roles into co-teaching classrooms to
better meet their goals of providing education for all students in the least restrictive
environments. Similarly, districts with many assistant teacher roles might explore how
some of those positions could be re-designed to become residency co-teaching pathways
to meet instructional and hiring needs.

• Where longstanding critiques of budget inefficiencies exist, taxpayers might be willing
to invest in residencies through bonds or other means with a plan to track HR and
instructional savings that will get reinvested into residencies.

All these examples share the common feature of identifying root causes of high-cost, low-return
investments and finding funding streams to create residencies in their place. Initially, as with
home insulation, there would be additional costs for maintaining prior investments while
building up a residency system that would reduce or eliminate inefficiencies. In the end, though,
districts would be using their existing public funds much more effectively and with much more
positive impact on student outcomes than they can today under the current teacher
preparation system.

TOWARD FUNDING
COMPETITIVE
RESIDENT STIPENDS

Offering a stipend so that teacher candidates can
afford to focus on learning how to teach is a nonnegotiable requirement if a district wants to attract
enough candidates from diverse backgrounds into
residency programs. Living expenses compose up to
60% of candidates’ expenses during preparation
programs—costs not addressed by tuition scholarships and reductions.40 The Dollars and Sense
(May 2021) and Beyond Tuition, Costs of Teacher Preparation (May 2021) reports in this series,
as well as a separate Prepared To Teach publication, #MoreLearningLessDebt: Aspiring Teachers’
Voices on Why Money Matters,41all address how financial burdens affect aspiring teachers.

Across the nation, partnerships are finding ways to invest in candidates during a residency year,
often also including funding for overall program and partnership costs. The programs
highlighted below illustrate the range of approaches and models surfaced during this study that
partnerships use to provide candidates with stipends. While stipend levels may not yet be at a
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living wage level or able to compete with the full salary and benefits that fast-track programs
offer, these examples demonstrate the field can make progress towards sustainable stipends.

In addition to these vignettes, additional approaches, such as The Chicago Public Schools’
residency, which provides residents a $35,000 stipend, $15,000 of which is a no-interest loan,
are highlighted in The Affordability Imperative.

FROM THE FIELD 1: SIX STORIES OF FUNDED RESIDENCIES
Albuquerque Teacher Residency Partnership Supporting the District’s Highest Needs

Teacher turnover in Albuquerque Public Schools (APS) has long been a challenge, especially in
schools serving high proportions of students from low-income backgrounds and students of
color. In partnership with the University of New Mexico (UNM) College of Education & Human
Sciences and the Albuquerque Teachers Federation, the district created a residency program
focused on preparing teachers for high-needs schools. The Albuquerque Teacher Residency
Partnership (ATRP) currently works with six Title I community schools where 100% of students
are eligible for free and reduced-priced lunches, reading proficiency scores range from 15% to
20%, and math scores range from 6% to 18%. The schools have been chosen based on their
leadership, commitment to their communities and the partnership, and the quality of their
master teachers who work with residents. The University provides faculty who work with and
in the partnership to ensure coursework is aligned, supervision is consistent and high-quality,
and goals of the work are aligned.

APS invests up to $500,000 per year into ATRP, drawing largely from surplus personnel dollars
from retirements and open teacher positions. As a result of their investment, APS has hired 12
to 16 residency-prepared new teachers per year. Part of this investment supports partnership
coordination and administrator and principal and mentor stipends, which are $2,000 each.
Other dollars go directly to paying teacher candidates. In exchange for a $15,000 stipend
during their residency year to offset both tuition and living expenses, teacher candidates
commit to working in the district for at least two years after graduation. For residents who
successfully complete the program, APS guarantees to hire them for a full-time teaching
position. During their first two years in the classroom, the new teachers continue to receive
mentoring support provided by the Albuquerque Teachers Federation with the hopes that they
will continue teaching and the district will realize savings in the long run by reducing turnover.
California State University, Bakersfield’s Comprehensive Cohort Program Package

California State University, Bakersfield (CSUB) created a cohort-based model six years ago
that, with investments from both the University and the district, can sustainably fund cohorts
of 20 to 25 residents in district-aligned residencies. Districts provide a half-time or more
administrator, resident stipends of $15,000+, mentor stipends of $3,000, and instructional
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specialists who co-teach credential program coursework. CSUB provides a residency
coordinator who teaches the cohort and provides supervision, absorbs the costs of the
comparatively smaller class sizes, and offers in-kind supports for leadership, planning, and
logistics. The program and district work together to tailor coursework and experiences to meet
mutual needs and to select both mentors and residents. This model has been running for four
years, and four districts currently have cohorts.
The Syracuse City School District’s Investment in Diversity and Retention

The Syracuse City School District has a deep commitment to finding, supporting, and retaining
teachers from underrepresented backgrounds to meet the district’s instructional needs and
goals. The district currently has several different programs to support diversity and retention
that receive direct district investments from human resources and district general operating
dollars. For example, a partnership with SUNY Oswego allocates $10,000 during a twosemester clinical practice placement from district funds to support underrepresented
candidates and those from low-income backgrounds into the teaching profession; these
individuals also have substitute teaching opportunities (see Simple Shifts) and some support
for tuition, books, and travel expenses from state Teacher Opportunity Corps grant funds,
which support candidates of color. All these programs are deeply integrated into the human
resources department’s work, with staff and leadership dedicating significant time to
partnership development to ensure program success.
San Francisco Teacher Residency Aligning Clinical Practice with Hiring Needs

The San Francisco Teacher Residency has been in operation for over a decade and is deeply
embedded in the district’s overall human capital strategy (see Going Further Together, May
2021). The residency strategically aligns clinical practice placements with districts’
instructional and hiring needs. Residents receive $15,000 plus benefits and are clustered at
sites that tend later to hire them as full-time teachers, giving residents the opportunity to
experience a full year in the school where they may work after graduation. Additionally, the
program allows graduates, once they are new teachers, to continue their relationship with their
residency mentor through their induction. These clinical placement strategies, coupled with
other aspects of the program design, are broadly agreed to have helped increase retention, a
focus that the San Francisco Unified School District has effectively used to address the teacher
shortage.
US PREP’s Coalition Spreading Sustainable Funding Models

As a result of the successful transformation of its teacher preparation programs into residency
partnerships, Texas Tech University won a grant in 2015 from Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
to establish a national technical assistance center to support other colleges of education. The
University-School Partnerships for the Renewal of Educator Preparation (US PREP) has
been influential in helping other universities implement programming across the nation similar
to Texas Tech’s program; their coalition of providers produces one in every 20 teachers annually
certified in the country.
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Educator preparation programs in US PREP are in the process of scaling and sustaining
residency pathways. These programs are working closely with their school district partners to
design new ways to staff their schools. By creating teacher leader roles that work with teams
of residents staffing slightly larger classes, schools with open staff lines can use school vacancy
dollars to pay resident stipends from permanent school budget lines.

An early example of the approach exists at the University of Texas Permian Basin and two
partner districts, Ector County ISD and Midland ISD. In the 2020-21 school year, teacher
candidate residents received sustainably funded stipends of about $24,000 plus benefits, while
completing a full-year residency under a highly effective mentor teacher. This structure met
immediate personnel needs of the school districts, ensured high-quality development of novice
teacher candidates, and established a sustainable, scalable staffing model that can positively
impact student achievement.
Building on the work in UT Permian Basin, five other colleges of education in US PREP are
working together with their school district partners to redesign school staffing structures to
include residents. This work is currently in the design stage and will officially launch with nearly
200 new paid residents in the 2021 school year with the goal of doubling each year thereafter
(See Table 2).

Table 2: Number of Newly Identified, Sustainably Funded Resident Stipends in Texas
University
The University of Texas
Permian Basin
University of Houston
Sam Houston State
University
Tarleton State
University
Texas Tech University
The University of Texas
at El Paso

District(s)
Midland ISD
Ector County ISD
Aldine ISD
Spring Branch
ISD
Aldine ISD
Klein ISD
Waco ISD
La Vega ISD
Fort Worth ISD
Waco ISD
La Vega ISD
El Paso ISD
Socorro ISD

Number of District-Supported
Residency Positions Available

Per-Resident
Stipend

24 in 20-21
50 in 21-22

$24k + benefits

20

$15k

31

$17k

12
24
22
22
20
12
12
30
30

$15k
$20k
$18k
$18k
$18k
$18k
$18k
$11k
$11k

Although some districts have small grants that help fund these efforts, most dollars are
sustainably sourced, allowing districts to continue funding residents. In addition to this work,
US PREP has a forthcoming report on sustainability work in three preparation partnerships;
see Scaling the Site Coordinator for more details.
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Classroom Academy’s Co-Constructed Residency Model

One of the BOCES Contracts for Shared Service (CoSER) approved in New York State was
specifically designed to support a two-year residency program framed around the common
language of the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards foundational documents.
Classroom Academy, working under this CoSER, is a collaborative residency partnership design
that has forged a collective efficacy, shared responsibility, and ownership between BOCES, P12 school districts, union leadership, practitioners, and institutions of higher education around
teacher preparation. Roles and responsibilities were co-constructed, and residency preparation
is delivered by all parties. The work required from mentor teachers--who are called Attending
Teachers in the partnership--residents, and building leaders are recognized through stipends
that are paid by districts under the CoSER, establishing a revenue stream through the BOCES
aid reimbursement process.
Residents complete their master’s degree program while working with their Attending Teachers
full-time under a Residency Certificate NY state created for the initial pilot in order to facilitate
pre-service teachers, enrolled in the program, being able to be paid by the district for
instructional services. Residents receive a yearly stipend of $22,000 and one year of service
credit on their timeline for pursuing their professional certification in the state. Attending
teachers receive $4,500 per year for their integral roles in the partnership. Their participation
includes a commitment, if they are not either National Board Certified Teachers or previous
National Board candidates, to complete Component 2 of the National Board certification
process, Differentiating Instruction. Building leaders receive a stipend of up to $1,500 per
year for their role setting the tone, establishing the resident as a member of the school
community, and contributing their calibrated expertise during individual evaluations for
research and practice purposes.
Graphic 1: BOCES funding model in use by Classroom Academy
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FUNDING OTHER
RESIDENCY
INVESTMENTS

While resident stipends are the biggest cost center needing
new long-term funding streams, two other aspects of a
quality system will require dollars, too: Mentors and site
coordinators. As districts explore ways to more efficiently
and effectively use their resources, these two areas for
investment should be part of long-term financial planning.

MENTOR TEACHERS

Of all the people involved in a residency partnership, mentors
spend the most time with residents and have a profound impact
on their learning. The stronger their own personal professional capacities—to promote
equitable, quality learning, to work with adults, to reflect, and to guide instructional
improvements—the better prepared residency graduates will be. Developing these skills
requires time and supports. Mentors need to be compensated for their work preparing new
teachers, through release time, remuneration, or both. As residencies become more embedded
in districts’ general human capital development plans, mentor teachers’ work can become an
integral part of districts’ professional development plans, incorporating mentoring into teacher
leadership descriptions and career ladder pay structures.

SITE COORDINATORS
AND FACULTY LIAISONS

Nearly every well-established district/preparation program
partnership interviewed for this study invested in a site
coordinator or faculty liaison. In addition to serving as a
bridge between different members of the partnership, individuals in these roles can match
teacher candidates and mentors and help plan continuous learning opportunities for residents,
mentors, and even the whole school staff.

This role can be filled by a faculty member at the university, a veteran teacher, or a district staff
member. Sometimes districts pay for the roles, sometimes preparation programs do. A district
might reassign a central staff person to the work, effectively making the choice to invest human
resources in the residency instead of in other domains. A university might similarly decide to
shift instructional investments to field-based work. Regardless of the source of funding, the
wisdom of the investment is undeniable. These roles ensure continuity and quality, and they
help build ownership of and engagement in the residency, as is detailed in the companion report
Going Further Together (May 2021).
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FROM THE FIELD 2: THREE MODELS FOR FUNDING SITE
COORDINATOR SALARIES
Alder Graduate School of Education (Alder GSE)

Alder Graduate School of Education’s theory of action is based on building trusting,
collaborative, resourced relationships with P-12 school system partners. Alder GSE contributes
roughly $100,000 to each P-12 school system partner to support a full-time program director.
The financial contribution to districts comes from the tuition generated by Alder GSE’s
economically viable cohort-based enrollments (see The Affordability Imperative for more on
cohorts). Tuition is set at about $19,000 for a master’s degree and teaching credential. A cohort
generates roughly $400,000 in tuition, and Alder GSE pays for the program director from those
funds. In return, the district supports a cohort of about 21 candidates, with stipends that range
from $10,000 to $20,000 for the academic year. Candidates are recruited directly from school
communities, and they choose the district where they would like to learn to teach and ultimately
work, which generally is within their own communities. Most often, districts pay stipends from
general operating funds instead of grants to ensure a sustainable source of funding each year.
In addition to their stipends, residents receive federal student aid and scholarships to help
support them during the residency year.
University of Houston

In the Houston area, after learning about the benefits of having University of Houston teaching
residents, schools across several local districts sought to be considered as placement schools;
it was clear to them that residents were a valuable asset. Demand for residents exceeded the
University’s ability to partner deeply with all of the sites requesting residents. Of the 35
districts in the Houston metro area, University of Houston intentionally selected 13 partner
districts for residency placements so they could ensure quality in their programming. Some
districts have begun to pay the site coordinator’s salary, which was traditionally paid by the
University, in acknowledgement of the powerful instructional benefits of having residents. This
shift in budgetary responsibility enables the University to sustainably fund work in their
districts, and the districts, in turn, gain access to quality novice teachers and classroom
supports.
Western Washington University and Ferndale School District

In the partnership between Ferndale School District and Western Washington University, a
full-time faculty member serves as the field supervisor overseeing clinical placements for a
cohort of students. This faculty member provides specific support to both residents and mentor
teachers. Having a full-time faculty member on the ground throughout the year supports
consistent communication, fosters deeper relationships between the University and the
district, and leads to continuous improvement of the program. Importantly, the field supervisor
is seen within the program as serving in a critical instructional role that can also inform a
meaningful research agenda. This conceptualization of the role elevates the work of coaching
candidates during clinical practice and incentivizes faculty engagement.
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CONCLUSION

The ideas in this report are premised on a commitment to good
stewardship of the public dollars that are invested in education. If
expenditures offer little or no instructional value-add, if investments provide little or no
positive return, then something needs to change. Chief among such expenditures are the
wasted billions across the nation resulting from early career teacher attrition.

If rampant teacher attrition were inevitable, then the expenses incurred would be necessary.
But it is not inevitable; we know how to increase retention. High-quality programs that bring
the strength of their preparation models into alignment with districts’ instructional and hiring
needs can transform teacher turnover into teacher retention. If every preparation program
were deeply partnered with districts in such efforts, the nation could completely remake the
teacher labor market.

Districts have significant leverage to nudge programs towards that goal. In addition to shifting
investments in fast-track subsidies to high-quality pathways, they can explore their budgets to
identify their “drafty windows and doors,” consciously planning for interventions, new
investments, and remodeled partnerships. By identifying inefficient uses of current dollars and
committing to long-term funding shifts to support high-quality preparation pathways, districts
can incentivize the creation of the tightly aligned programs that can bring strong novice
teachers from diverse backgrounds into their classrooms. As with insulating a house, these
shifts will require planning, commitment, and new expenditures, but in the long run everyone
will benefit from more efficient use of public resources and better, more equitable outcomes
for students.
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APPENDIX:
ABOUT THE
SUSTAINABILITY
PROJECT

The Sustainability Project team, composed of WestEd and
Prepared To Teach, an initiative out of Bank Street College,
worked for the past year to create this suite of resources
associated with our work on sustainability in quality teacher
preparation. In this joint effort, WestEd brought valuable
thought partnership and quantitative research expertise and
Prepared To Teach leveraged its five years’ worth of work
leading sustainability efforts across the nation.

While Prepared To Teach is known for a focus on creating more
sustainably funded teacher residency partnerships, where candidates work alongside an
accomplished teacher of record for a year, these reports are not focused specifically on
residencies. Here, we highlight a range of clinically rich teacher preparation models that have found
ways to be more sustainable. For this reason, we generally use the terms “teacher candidate” and
“aspiring teacher” to describe those learning to teach, reserving the terms “resident” “and
“residency” for when programs describe themselves as residencies and meet basic definitional
requirements of being yearlong and not using teacher-of-record, fast-track approaches. As we
hope our suite of resources affirms, there are a variety of different ways that strong programs can
be thoughtfully and sustainably designed.
The project includes six reports and a set of web-based analytic tools and guidance documents:

• Dollars and Sense: Federal Investments in Our Educator Workforce: a May 2021 report that
documents current barriers to shifting the field to high-quality, affordable, sustainable
teacher preparation models.

• Three case studies on what Prepared To Teach calls the “3 Rs” of sustainable teacher
preparation”:
• Reallocation: Simple Shifts: Paying Aspiring Teachers with Existing Resources

• Reduction: The Affordability Imperative: Creating Equitable Access to Quality Teacher
Preparation
• (Re)Investment: The Residency Revolution:
Preparation

Funding High-Quality Teacher

• Going Further Together: Building Ownership and Engagement for Sustainable, Quality
Teacher Preparation: a May 2021 case study on ways to build the kind of ownership and
engagement that can create the public and political will needed to have a sustainable
system of high-quality teacher preparation.

• Beyond Tuition, Costs of Teacher Preparation: Descriptive Analytics from the Aspiring
Teachers’ Financial Burden Survey: analyses of income sources, expenses, debt, and work
realities from Prepared To Teach’s national survey of teacher candidates, forthcoming in May
2021.
• Release of a suite of web-based, user-friendly resources including university and district
budgeting tools, communications supports to share the ideas from the project with
audiences new to the ideas, and guidance documents that can support partnerships as they
engage different aspects of sustainability for their programs.
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What We Mean by “High-Quality” Teacher Preparation
Although our purpose in this project was not to define or assess teacher preparation quality, we
recognize that sustainability efforts must have an associated value proposition: Growing a
stronger, more diverse, better prepared, and more supported educator workforce.

Many frameworks for quality teacher preparation exist, developed by different groups for different
purposes. This project was supported to research teacher preparation sustainability as part of in
a specific set of quality principles. The nation also has two accrediting bodies with standards for
teacher preparation—AAQEP and CAEP—while individual certification subject areas have their
own professional frameworks. What’s more, each of the 50 states articulates its expectations for
programs, and programs themselves define their own visions for quality.
Teacher preparation quality frameworks share many features, even as aspects of how to define
and measure quality remain contested. For Prepared To Teach, we conceptualize quality around
four non-negotiable tenets that should be present in addition to commonly accepted principles,
such as continuous improvement and alignment with standards:
1 High-quality programs focus on equity for candidates. Equitable access for all
aspiring teachers, from every background, is a centerpiece of program designs, with
concerted efforts to develop pathways for candidates of color. Programs ensure a
quality, supported experience for all candidates, with dedicated efforts to improve
experiences for candidates from underrepresented populations.

2 High-quality programs focus on equity for P-12 students. Unless programs elevate
the need for aspiring teachers to be aware of and to know how to work against
institutional racism and other systemic inequities, not every P-12 student will have
access to a good education. Quality programs provide both curricular study and
clinical practice experiences that develop teachers who can disrupt inequities and
help all students thrive.

3 High-quality programs are based in research on learning and development and its
applications to teaching.42 Teachers must be able to form deep, caring relationships
that help students construct knowledge. Quality programs embrace the need to
engage candidates deeply in content knowledge and pedagogy that support
authentic learning, and they do so within a framework of human development
centered in culturally responsive and sustaining approaches to teaching and
learning.

4 High-quality programs integrate extended clinical practice experiences with
coursework. Learning to teach well requires both study and application, and no one
can master the complexities of teaching well enough to lead a classroom without
opportunities to put theory into practice. Quality programs work in deep
partnership with schools and districts to design learning opportunities with mutual
benefits for candidates and P-12 students in mind and ensure that graduates are
ready for the complex work of being a teacher.

Our Process for the Case Studies
The research team conducted protocol-based interviews of 30 to 60 minutes with over 40
individuals across programs that represented urban, rural, and suburban teacher preparation
efforts.
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We invited participants we knew from our five years of work in the field; a thought partner group
that informed the project, including over 80 individuals, suggested other innovative programs to
include.

The interviews were intended to gather insights on different approaches to sustainability, not to
evaluate programs or to provide comprehensive pictures of the complex set of work related to
teacher preparation. Rather, we focused on capturing insights that could help support the field
more broadly in moving the work of sustainability forward.
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